ANNOUNCEMENT OF POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIP POSITION

The Carolina Consortium on Human Development at the Center for Developmental Science invites applications for NICHD (NRSA) postdoctoral traineeships. Multiple positions will be available for one year appointments, with renewal for a second year contingent on satisfactory performance and available funding. Advanced training will be provided in the longitudinal study of individual development over changing contexts (e.g., families, peer groups, schools) using multiple levels of analysis ranging from biology to socio-cultural. Specific areas of focus vary over trainee-mentor teams (e.g., psychology, education, sociology, public health, neuroscience, medicine, nursing, quantitative methodology). Faculty mentors have primary appointments in over 20 departments or schools at six neighboring universities and colleges (Duke University, Meredith College, North Carolina Central University, North Carolina State University, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and University of North Carolina at Greensboro.) Fellowship candidates are expected to have a demonstrated commitment to transdisciplinary longitudinal study, and must have completed a terminal degree in their field (e.g., PhD, MD, DrPH, EdD) by the time of their appointment. In accordance with NIH regulations, applicants must be US citizens or permanent residents.

A detailed description of the fellowship program and brief descriptions of some sample specific opportunities can be obtained from the CDS home page at [http://cds.web.unc.edu/](http://cds.web.unc.edu/).


The online application requires basic information along with a letter of interest, a statement of the candidate’s proposed research with current CCHD faculty members, a curriculum vita, and examples of research and/or publications. Additionally, three letters of recommendation and graduate transcripts can be uploaded or sent to the attention of Jennifer Coffman (contact information below).

Applicants can contact Jennifer Coffman for further information concerning the application process:

Jennifer Coffman, Ph.D.
Center for Developmental Science
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
100 East Franklin Street, Suite 200, CB# 8115
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8115
(919) 843-2401
[coffman@unc.edu](mailto:coffman@unc.edu)

APPLICATIONS WILL BE CONSIDERED BEGINNING February 3, 2014

Patrick Akos  •  Adrian Angold  •  Steven Asher  •  Lynne Baker-Ward  •  Daniel Bauer  •  Misha Becker  •  Kenneth Bollen  •  Natasha Bowen  •  Debra Brandon  •  Cheryl Buehler  •  Peg Burchinal  •  Linda Burton  •  Tom Cadwallader  •  Susan Calkins  •  Avshalom Caspi  •  Carol Cheatham  •  Stephanie Coard  •  Jennifer Coffman  •  Philip Costanzo  •  Jane Costello  •  Martha Cox  •  Patrick Curran  •  Heather Davis  •  Jessica DeCuir-Gunby  •  Sharron Docherty  •  Kenneth Dodge  •  Cynthia Edwards  •  Glen Elder  •  Susan Ennett  •  Anne Fletcher  •  Vangie Foshee  •  Kathleen Gallagher  •  Jean-Louis Gariepy  •  Patricia Garrett-Peters  •  Barbara Goldman  •  Guang Guo  •  Amy Halberstadt  •  Carolyn Halpern  •  Jill Hamm  •  Ahmad Hariri  •  Kathleen Harris  •  Mary Haskett  •  Nicole Heilbrun  •  Eric Hodges  •  Diane Holditch-Davis  •  Andrea Hussong  •  Julia Jackson-Newsom  •  Deborah Jones  •  Lisa Kiang  •  Steve Knotek  •  Beth Kurtz-Costes  •  Esther Leekes  •  Elizabeth Linnenbrink-Garcia  •  Jonathan Livingston  •  Stuart Marcovitch  •  Reiko Mazuka  •  George Michel  •  Roger Mills-Koonce  •  Terrie Moffitt  •  Gwynn Morris  •  Enrique Nebbett  •  Angela O’rand  •  Sam Odom  •  Peter Ornstein  •  Cort Pedersen  •  Mitch Prinstein  •  Cathi Propper  •  Elizabeth Punghello  •  Martha Putallaz  •  Steven Reznick  •  Eleanor Seaton  •  Lilly Shahahan  •  Michael Shahahan  •  Rune Simeonsson  •  Debra Skinner  •  Gabriela Livas Stein  •  Suzanne Thoyre  •  Jonathan Tudge  •  Karolyn Tyson  •  Lynne Vernon-Feagans  •  Diane Ward  •  Barbara Wasik  •  William Wetsel  •  Keith Whitfield  •  Makeba Wilbourn  •  Michael Willoughby  •  Paul Winterhoff

The University is an Equal Opportunity Employer and will not discriminate against applicants on the basis of race, color, gender, national origin, age, religion, creed, disability, veteran's status, sexual orientation, gender identity or gender expression.